A driver involved in a highway crash safely came to a rest Friday, but still suffered critical injuries soon after. That's because he tried to cross the Sawgrass Expressway on foot, and a tractor-trailer struck him, authorities say.

Matthew Scott Danchak, 34, of Tamarac, stopped in a median following the initial crash with a vehicle in the northbound lanes of the Sawgrass Expressway, north of the Sample Road exit, about 12:40 p.m., the said Florida Highway Patrol Sgt. Mark Wysocky.

Danchak may have been trying to reach the other person's vehicle, which was on the right shoulder of the Sawgrass, when he tried to cross the roadway. That's when the tractor-trailer struck Danchak and disappeared, officials said. Danchak was taken by helicopter to Broward Health North.

This wasn't the first time someone tried to cross a highway and it ended in tragedy, Wysocky said.

"A lot of times people, they're not able to judge the speed of a vehicle on the highway," Wysocky said. "They think they can make it across but in reality the car is going 65, 70 miles an hour, and they just don't realize it's going that fast."

Anyone in a collision should stay where it's safe and wait for authorities, Wysocky said.

"If you're off the roadway, don't attempt to cross an interstate highway," he said. "It's just too dangerous. Wait for law enforcement. Wait until the roadway is closed.

One family prays, another mourns day after turnpike crash involving cat
Man gets out of vehicle after crash, is struck and critically injured - Sun Sentinel

Wait until someone can stop traffic."

The tractor-trailer is white and was pulling a white box trailer. The right front of the vehicle was damaged, and it is missing the lower mirror, officials said.

The Highway Patrol asks anyone with information on the hit and run or the tractor-trailer to call the agency at 954-837-4012 or Broward Crime Stoppers at 954-493-8477.
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Anthony Staton at 2:49 PM October 12, 2013

As my relative Juliana said I am amazed that a anyone able to earn $7540 in four weeks on the internet. Plz See this webpage BAY87.COM Success will not lower its standard to us. We must raise our standard to success.

orsontruax at 12:17 PM October 12, 2013

Til I saw the paycheck which was of $9283, I did not believe that my sister woz actualay making money part-time from their computer... there dads buddy has done this for only 17 months and resantly paid for the morgage on there cottage and bought a great Ford Mustang. pop over to this web-site >>>> WWW.JOBS72.COM

DEN Willow at 6:51 AM October 12, 2013

Drop the speed limit on the Killer ROAD,Or Have radar evry Miles 24/7 IDIOTS driving like manias half of them drunk or stoned